This paper studies the role of transfer fees in professional sports, where players can commit to binding long-term contracts. They cannot switch clubs before their contract expires unless the old club agrees to let them go; transfer fee is the price of that agreement. Transfer fees have been defended as a necessary incentive for clubs to invest into training their young players. The apparent absence of signi cant training costs (compared to the level of transfer fees) has undermined this defense.
Introduction
The labor market institutions in professional team sports are unusual. The most striking feature is the enforceability of long-term wage contracts, which prevents players from unilaterally terminating their contracts. Even if another club were to offer much better terms to a player than his current club the latter is under no obligation to let the player go before the contract expires. A suf cient payment can of course induce the current club to release a player prematurely, i.e., to "sell" him. Such payments are known as transfer fees.
1 This paper is motivated by the recent process to regulate the transfer fee system in European football (soccer). Our purpose is to build a model to understand the role of transfer fees in the football industry and to use it to analyze the market-level effects of transfer regulations.
The market for football players started attracting much attention in the 1990s thanks to soaring transfer fees and to the landmark court case of Jean-Marc Bosman. In its 1995 ruling, the European Court of Justice ended foreign-player quotas within the European Union and the practice by which clubs could require fees even for players moving at the expiry of a contract. In the wake of the Bosman case it became widely argued that the whole transfer fee system was in breach of the EU labor regulations. The mere idea of trading in people was a cause for a lot of indignation, as is well captured by the statement of Viviane Reding, the EU Sports Commissioner: "I nd it scandalous that players are being used as objects of speculation, bought and sold like commodities." 2 The push for regulation was apparently not motivated at any stage by ef ciency considerations but by the desire to bring the football industry in line with others. If workers in other industries are not required to honor long-term contracts, why should professional athletes be treated differently?
The football industry defended the transfer fees as necessary for their investment in young players. A quote from Rick Parry, the CEO of Liverpool, sums up the main point of industry leaders: "My great concern is the impact of these proposals on developing young players. How can you protect the investment over the long term?" 3 The only respite for the 1 These payments totaled £187m for English Premiership clubs in the 2002-03 season (down from a peak of £364m two years earlier). Of this £101m were paid for imports. By comparison, total income of English Premiership clubs was £1.2bn, and total wages £761m. All numbers are from Deloitte Annual Review of Football Finance (2004 transfer fee system came from the general acceptance that clubs that train young players should be compensated when their players are "poached" by other, wealthier clubs. The EU Commissioner for Competition Policy, Mario Monti called for an end to "transfer systems based on arbitrarily calculated fees that bear no relation to training costs [...] ." 4 Different formulas were suggested for pinning down "a reasonable price" that would replace marketdetermined transfer fees and presumably decrease their general level. Unsurprisingly, there was much disagreement over the details, especially how differences between countries, clubs, and other factors, should be accounted for. 5 Finally, after years of wrangling, a new EU-approved transfer system went into effect in 2003. The new system still allows for negotiable transfer fees, but in-contract players who are unhappy with their clubs' transfer fee requests can appeal to "an arbitration body with members chosen in equal numbers by players and clubs." Given the widespread unacceptability of high transfer fees, this new mechanism has the potential to put severe limitations on the fee levels-however, the full effect of the arbitration procedure on the future of transfer fees remains to be seen. Furthermore, the length of enforceable contracts was restricted to 3 years (2 years for players over the age of 28), which restricts the compensation for many transfers since the fee is in practice the price of the remaining contract.
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The training cost defense of transfer fees is well in line with basic contract theory, much of which studies the problems that arise from worker inability to commit to longterm contracts. Such commitment can motivate employers to provide training when young workers are unable to simply pay for it up-front. Firms will not provide enough general training if trained individuals can quit and take outside offers at their improved post-training market wage. In this sense the labor markets in professional sports are a benign anomaly, and certainly provide an instance of a very interesting institutional arrangement.
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The problem with the training cost defense is that the industry has been unable to show training costs that could justify the observed levels of transfer fees; and training costs certainly could never explain the huge variance in transfer fees across players. 8 Furthermore, while players' market value can increase by orders of magnitude over the course of a year or two, the largest increases take place while players are already playing professionally-4 Speech given at a Commission-organised conference on sports in Brussels, April 17, 2000. 5 See the press release by FIFPro on February 26, 2002: "Calculation of Training Costs is Question Mark in New System." 6 For more details, see the European Commission press release IP/01/314. 7 For a recent overview of the economics of sports labor markets, see Rosen and Sanderson (2001) . 8 The current record fee of 67 million Euros was paid by Real Madrid for Zinedine Zidane in 2001 for the remaining four years of his contract with Juventus. His salary was speculated to be about 4 million Euros per year at the time (www.footballtransfers.info).
not earlier while they train at youth academies or play for junior teams. If training costs cannot explain transfer fees, then what can?
The most notable economic analyses of the transfer fee system are two papers by Muehlheusser (2003a, 2003b) . Their rst paper uses a worker-rm renegotiation model in which the player exerts unveri able effort and the club invests into his general training, both of which increase the expected value of the player to a potential buyer club. They nd that restrictions on contract length and fee levels lead to less training and lower payoff for the selling club, but the effect on player welfare is ambiguous because restricted contract length also leads to higher effort. In the second paper, which doesn't have effort, both the club and the player are unambiguously worse off under capped transfer fees, while a buyer club bene ts. Empirical studies on transfer fees have been impeded by a lack of data on contract lengths (which is essentially the "quantity" of what is being sold) and wages. Two notable studies are by Carmichael and Thomas (1993) and Carmichael, Forrest and Simmons (1999) , which provide evidence about how transfer fees relate to observable player performance and club characteristics. The rst study with data on both wages and contract lengths is Feess, Frick, and Muehlheusser (2004) , who nd, among other things, that the Bosman ruling led to longer contracts but had no signi cant impact on post-transfer wages.
For the purposes of analyzing the effects of transfer fee regulations, we take the three crucial features of the industry to be the strong complementarity between talent and club size, an essentially xed number of jobs per club, and the irreplaceability of on-the-job learning. Due to the complementarity, it makes sense for the best players to play for the clubs and leagues with the most fans. The ef cient matching of a cohort of players with the clubs changes as players develop and new information becomes available. The net ow of discovered talent is from the smaller clubs and smaller leagues to the bigger, and so the net ow of transfer fees is to the opposite direction. In practice, the almost xed number of jobs per clubs means that a single transfer can cause a chain reaction of players being bumped into other clubs, which generates a tremendous amount of turnover between clubs.
However, we abstract away from the "horizontal" trades and focus on the net ows of talent and transfer fees that take place between clubs in the big and small leagues.
To focus on the problem of on-the-job learning, we assume in the model that there is no training. A change in a player's market value is due to his development as a player, which is a by-product of getting to play. We model this development as public learning about the talent of a player, but it can also be interpreted as learning-by-doing by the player if talent is de ned as the player's uncertain capacity to bene t from learning opportunities. Not just talent but also the opportunities for learning are scarce, due to the scarcity of actual playing time with able co-players and opponents at the professional level.
The matching of clubs and players takes place in a competitive market, where the prices of talent (transfer fees and wages) determine the division of rents between buyers and sellers of talent. Heterogeneity of clubs implies that economic rents are possible for clubs that have higher-value use for talent, i.e., for the "big" clubs. Besides affecting ef ciency, the nature of the transfer system can therefore affect the division of these rents both between and within factor owners.
Our rst use of the model is to analyze the effects of completely ending the enforcement of long-term contracts. There would be no transfer fees as players could just leave at will (or at a very short notice). While a complete ban on transfer fees is no longer a near-term threat to the industry, it gives a simple illustration of the bene ts of the transfer fee sys- We nd that a simple abolition of long-term contracts reduces total surplus produced by the industry and increase the salaries of all player types by more than their corresponding transfer fee cost under the unregulated system, with the cost of the highest star talent increasing the most. The abolition also shows up as an upward shift in the age distribution of professional players. We also nd that early termination penalties are essentially a half-way house between abolition and no regulation, but that for moderate levels of the maximum enforceable penalty they are closer to complete abolition. As for the labor market integration, we nd that it bene ts the biggest clubs in big markets and (at least) the smaller clubs in less lucrative markets, but hurts the smaller clubs in big markets. Integration is also likely to increase the aggregate level of experimentation with new talent.
If it is useful to have tradable long-term contracts in sports, why don't we observe them in other professions? We believe that similar contracts could indeed enhance ef ciency in other labor markets, but such contracts have typically not been enforceable-not since the end of indentured servitude. It is probably unpalatable to any modern court to take the side of an employer that wants to hold on to a worker, who has a lucrative outside offer, without even increasing the much lower contract wage. An interesting exceptional case was the Hollywood studio system in the 1930s, where seven-year wage contracts for new actors and actresses were the norm. Studios did not actually sell the contracts, but loan-outs (at a pro t to the owning studio) were common. However, this system unraveled under various court challenges in the 1940s. 9 One market where something like long-term "wage" contracts are enforceable is in the music industry, where record deals with new artists (which are not considered to be employment contracts) usually give the label the option to several future records at a predetermined compensation-so the small minority of artists who turn out to be successful end up earning less than their market value. Somewhat analogously to the football industry, the contracts with star musicians discovered at small labels are often sold to bigger labels that have a comparative advantage in mass marketing and distribution.
So why are there long-term wage contracts in sports? We believe that the main reason why binding long-term contracts have historically been enforceable in professional team sports is the peculiar nature of production, which allows the industry to enforce the contracts without help from courts. It is an industry where no rm (club) can produce on its own, as the production inherently requires cooperation from other rms. Other clubs could punish a poaching club simply by excluding it from the sporting competition. For example, UEFA routinely metes out nes for violations of the transfer rules, the most common breach being the approaching of in-contract players by other clubs. Non-compliance to nes is unheard of. Also, the ability of players is very industry-speci c, so poaching from outside the industry is not a problem. Finally, transfer fees are at their most useful when there is large uncertainty about the ability of workers, and that there is aplenty in sports.
In the U.S., the exceptional ability of sports leagues to enforce long-term wage contracts (and to engage in some clearly anti-competitive practices, such as salary caps) is supported by several U.S. Supreme Court rulings. 10 It is worth pointing out that the labor market institutions in European sports are signi cantly different. In Europe, young players start as free agents in what is a very competitive market but are able to agree to binding long-term contracts. In North America, each major sport operates as a closed league that allocates between clubs the exclusive right to negotiate with each potential new player (using the so-called "draft" system). In response to the monopsonist leagues, players have organized and gained, for example, in baseball the right to free agency after 6 years in the league. It could be argued that North American professional athletes are to some extent "exploited" by the leagues, but similar claims do not carry over to Europe.
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9 For a discussion of the rise and fall of the studio system, see Chapter 5 in Caves (2000) . 10 Baseball was granted immunity from the Sherman Antitrust Act in Federal Baseball Club v. National League (1922) . See Fort and Quirk (1992) . 11 For an opposing view, see Sanderson and Siegfried (1997) . whether to hire a novice or an experienced player. The equilibrating variable in the model is the fraction of clubs choosing to hire novice players.
Assumptions
1. The revenue y generated by a player of talent a at a club of size b is given by y = ab.
2. Every period a unit measure of potential players are born, with talent distributed according to a continuous and strictly increasing pro le,
3. Player careers last up to two periods: the talent level of a novice is unknown, but becomes public knowledge after one period of employment in the industry.
4. Players maximize their income, but cannot work for less than a reservation wage, which is normalized at zero.
5. There is a unit measure of clubs, each employing one player.
6. The club size distribution is described by a continuous and strictly increasing pro le
7. Clubs are in nitely lived, risk neutral, and maximize long-run average pro ts.
8. A new player would produce enough revenue in expectation at any club to cover his outside opportunity:
For the purposes of this paper, talent is de ned as the capacity to generate revenue, whether through sales of tickets, television rights, or merchandise. We assume that the audience values player talent for its entertainment value on the quality of the game and not just for its effect on winning. 12 If, to the contrary, audiences only cared about seeing their favorite club win, then any investment into player development would be socially wasteful.
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It is assumed that clubs are inherently heterogeneous by their productivity for player talent, referred to as "club size" for brevity. The main component of club size is the number of potential viewers (which includes supporters of other clubs in the same league, to the extent that there is revenue-sharing).
14 What is the exogenous component in club size that is the source of economic rents for clubs and cannot be competed away? It is possible to enter into being a professional football club in Manchester-by starting from the lowesttier division-but not into being Manchester United, currently the biggest football club by market value. 15 Fan loyalty acts as a very high switching cost and as a source of rents for a club with a large fan base. A club brand name with a glorious history and with a home in a large city is a unique asset that can earn rents. These rents may have been dissipated in expectation back when it was decided which club gets to occupy that lucrative niche, but that is inconsequential for the contemporaneous division of rents between clubs and players.
The model will be presented in three steps. First, the division of rents is solved, while taking the amount of experimentation and therefore the distribution of talent as xed. Second, the supply of known talent, for a given amount of experimentation-for a given fraction of jobs held by novices-is solved. And third, these parts are tied together by solving for the stationary equilibrium fraction of novices in the benchmark case of unrestricted transfer fees.
Matching and the Division of Rents
The signi cance of Assumption 1 is that, of any two players, the more talented one would generate more revenue at any club, but this difference is larger the bigger the club. 16 The 12 Szymanski (2001) nds that "match attendance appears unrelated to competitive balance" in English league football. 13 A slightly less extreme version of this view of talent markets is developed in Frank and Cook (1995) . 14 Falconieri, Sákovics and Palomino (2004) analyze the implications of within-league sharing of broadcast revenue, which is the other major regulatory issue in European football. 15 The market capitalization of Manchester United was £700 million in March 2005. 16 For example, suppose b is the number of a club's supporters; talent a would then be de ned as the average revenue per supporter.
crucial consequence of this complementarity is that the ef cient matching of clubs and players is positively assortative: the highest talents should be matched with the biggest clubs. The prices are determined in a competitive market where buyers (clubs) and sellers (clubs or players) meet under symmetric information. The price of talent can consist of a wage, a transfer fee, or both, depending on who owns the (contractual rights to) talent.
In either case, equilibrium prices must support the ef cient matching. The assumptions of a continuum of clubs and continuous distributions of talent and club size guarantee that the prices are unique, i.e., there will be no match-speci c rents left for bargaining. With these assumptions the static setup is basically an assignment model, such as presented in Sattinger (1993) .
In this section we take it as given that the clubs obtaining their talent from the matching The equilibrium consists of prices of talent at which no club can lower its offer to its ef cient match without losing him to another club and no club would like to hire another club's match at their equilibrium price. Neither buyers nor sellers can gain by making any other offers to anyone else besides the equilibrium offer to their ef cient match. The condition for all clubs to want to stick to their own ef cient match is
Furthermore, the rms have to at least break even and the sellers must get a nonnegative price.
Inequalities (1) and (2) are mathematically analogous to incentive compatibility and participation constraints in a nonlinear pricing problem with quasi-linear utility functions and
The prices that simultaneously ful ll the above criteria for all buyers and sellers can be found using the constraint reduction method familiar from nonlinear pricing problems. The binding constraints are those that prevent rms from wanting to hire the next lowest talent. These binding constraints de ne the slope of the price pro le.
Finally, by integrating the slope of the price pro le, we get the equilibrium prices for talent.
The intercept p[z] = 0 is taken as given for now, but it will result in equilibrium from there being more potential players than clubs: the lowest talent hired in the matching market is as good as the highest discarded known talent so it cannot receive any rent. Thus buyers capture all of the rent at the bottom,
. The buyer's share of the rents is easily recovered from equation (6) as the leftover
However, buyers are not residual claimants here, the equilibrium could equally well have been derived starting from sellers' constraints.
The level and dispersion of rents depend on the dispersion of talent levels and club size. 18 The division of rents at any quantile i depends on the whole distributions of talent and club size below. Mathematically, the price of a talent of level a[i] in (6) is a weighted sum of the "increments" in talent between a[i] and a[0]; where the weights are the sizes of the clubs matched at each increment. Intuitively, it is best to have one's own competitors to be of low productivity, and to have one's equilibrium match have to compete with many nearly-as-good competitors.
As is typical in matching markets, the price of talent is not equal to the marginal productivity of talent in the usual sense. This is because a marginal increase in the talent level of a player is not the economically relevant margin, as talent cannot be moved between individuals. The right marginal question to be asked is, how would the total surplus created by the whole industry change if a player of a certain talent level were to disappear from the industry, taking into account the resulting change in the matching of remaining players and clubs in the industry? By this de nition, the marginal productivity of a player is indeed equal to the corresponding price of talent. 17 Regrouping the IC constraint (1) for j = i " and dividing it by " gives
This holds as an equality as " ! 0 and, via the de nition of the derivative, yields the slope of the price pro le. 18 If clubs were homogeneous, so that b[i] b > 0, then rents to talent would simply be Ricardian rents:
But then there wouldn't ever be a need to actually trade anyone.
Experimentation and the Supply of Talent
The distribution of talent in the population of potential players is xed, but the distribution of talent in the industry depends on how many novices were hired in the previous period.
In steady state some proportion z of jobs are lled with novices and the remaining 1 z jobs with veteran players. Players who turn out to be above some threshold a "make the grade" and get to stay in the industry as veterans, while those below exit after one period.
Each feasible proportion of novices z 
The talent pro le of veteran players comes from spreading the truncated distribution of talents above a (z) among the top (1 z) quantiles. The complete pro le of (expected) talent in the industry combines the pro le of veteran talent at the top with the novices at the bottom.
Players in [0; z] are actually random draws from the whole distribution, but since rms are risk neutral they can be treated as the mean type .
Equilibrium with Unrestricted Transfer Fees
Because talent is complementary with club size, and novices are the least talented players by expectation to work in the industry, it must be the small clubs that match with them in equilibrium. We are looking for an equilibrium z at which all clubs in (z; 1] prefer to be buyers, all clubs in [0; z) prefer to be sellers, and the threshold club z is indifferent between being a buyer or a seller.
Buyer pro ts Buyer pro ts consist of the revenue generated by their match minus the cost of the corresponding transfer fee and the cost of labor. The transfer fees are the prices of talent, as determined in section 2.1 but with the pro le of talent a[ijz] now dependent on the endogenous proportion of novices z. Given z, the transfer fee paid by a club i 2 (z; 1]
for its match, a player of talent a[ijz], is
By the de nition of equilibrium prices, buyer i would not want to deviate and buy any other talent besides a[ijz], including the threshold talent a (z) = a[zjz]; which is available at zero transfer fee. Buyer pro ts are thus
Seller pro ts Seller pro ts consist of the revenue generated by a novice player while playing at the club, and from the expected transfer fee revenue from players that turn out to be good enough to be sold. The total amount of transfer fees paid (per period) in the industry are
where the last step involves a partial integration. The long-run average pro ts of a novice-
Note that when players can commit to long-term contracts, novices agree to do so at their reservation wage. They cannot do any better since there are more potential novices then there are jobs. Thus when a seller clubs discovers a high talent and sells his remaining contract it gets the full talent rent as the transfer fee.
The solution The threshold club z must be indifferent between employing novices or veterans so the equilibrium is de ned by
. This condition is simpli ed by noting that a[zjz] = a (z) and p[zjz] = 0. Rearranging this equilibrium condition we
Note that the equilibrium rehiring threshold is strictly above the population average:
small clubs sacri ce some current revenue in exchange for expected transfer fees in the future. The equilibrium is unique because the left side is strictly increasing in z and changes sign within (0; 1), whereas the right side is positive, strictly decreasing, and reaches zero at z = 1. (The proof of uniqueness is in the Appendix). Higher z means that more rms are trying to sell talent to fewer buyers, so it is intuitive that the expected price goes down.
The system with unrestricted transfer fees results in the maximization of total surplus, because we have assumed perfect competition and no externalities. As an aside, observe that transfer fees would not be needed for ef ciency if novices could pay to play. (This is the simplest solution to all worker commitment problems: the worker "posts a bond.") Risk neutral novices with unconstrained credit would be willing to pay for the opportunity to play up to the expected value of second period talent rents. In equilibrium the novice wage would then be
The novices would in effect have to outbid veteran players of below a (z ) talent for jobs, which could be very costly if the difference between mean and threshold talent is worth a lot of revenue at the threshold club. The veteran wage would be p[ijz ], and this payoff could be very risky. For skewed distributions of talent and club size most of the expected rents come from a small chance of becoming a superstar, so even moderately risk averse novices with access to unconstrained credit would be willing to pay only a small fraction of the expected rents.
What information is re ected in the transfer fees? Both sides of the equilibrium condition (13) are equal to the expected transfer fee generated by a novice. On the left is the opportunity cost of hiring a novice: it is the near-term lost revenue from hiring a novice as opposed to the threshold talent (who would be available at zero transfer fee). On the right side is the expected bene t to the industry: having one more novice playing at a small club today increases the expected revenue generated at the big clubs in the future.
At the threshold club z the opportunity cost of hiring a novice is just equal to the expected surplus at bigger clubs in the future, but inframarginal clubs enjoy gains from trade.
The level of transfer fees depends on these gains from trade: it makes economic sense for smaller clubs to do the experimentation and for big clubs to use high and proven talent. The economic cost to small clubs from hiring novices is not likely to show up in their accounts because it is a pure opportunity cost.
Ending Long-Term Contracts
The ending of long-term contracts would in practice amount to an abolition of transfer fees, because without long-term commitment talented players can be "poached" at will by other clubs offering higher wages. Legally this would of course just mean that the market for football players would be brought in line with other labor markets.
In the absence of transfer fees, a novice-hiring club only gets revenue from its player's current output. In terms of the market equilibrium condition (13) ; the right side is replaced by zero, so that
de nes the new equilibrium. In other words, any player who turns out to be better than a novice by expectation will be hired again. It is still true that the bigger clubs hire known talent and smaller clubs hire novices, since bigger clubs have higher willingness to pay for talent. The rents to veteran talent now accrue to the players and not to the clubs that discovered them. Notice that the solution z 0 is independent of the club size pro le, re ecting the fact that gains from trade between clubs are not taken into account.
Proposition 1
The ending of long-term contracts causes the proportion of novices in the industry to be decreased, and the talent levels to decrease at big clubs and to increase at a segment of mid-size clubs.
Proof. First note from (7) that a (z) = a[zjz] is an increasing function. Therefore z
. This is clearly increasing in z for i 2 (z ; 1). Thus, we have a[ijz ] > a[ijz 0 ] for i 2 (z ; 1); so talent levels go down at the biggest clubs. As for the midsection of clubs, i 2 (z 0 ; z ); using (8) we see that
In other words, since a larger fraction of novices get to stay in the industry as veterans, the proportion of jobs held by novices must now be smaller. That fewer novices are hired is intuitive since it is made less pro table by the elimination of long-term contracts. Since veterans are yesterday's novices, big clubs face a reduced supply of known talents of any given level; as a result they have to make do with lower quality matches then before. On the other hand, a section of medium-productivity jobs will now be lled with veterans of known talent 2 [ ; a (z )] instead of novices. These "mediocre" types are more talented than novices by expectation, but would not be employed under the transfer fee system. Figure 1 shows the pro le of talent in the industry with and without transfer fees, depicted by light and dark gray lines respectively.
Proposition 2 Distribution of realized talent levels in the industry becomes less extreme:
there are fewer very good and very bad and more mediocre players.
More exactly, there are fewer players with actual talent levels > a (z ) and < ;
and more players with talent levels between and a (z ).
Proof. For either z 2 fz ; z 0 g ; there are zF ( ) "bad" players < and 2z (1 F (a (z )))
"good players" > a (z ) in the industry; the rest are "mediocre" players. These take into account that good types exist both within the novice and the veteran cohorts, while the bad types only exist among the novice players. The result follows from z > z 0 .
Proposition 3 Total surplus is decreased, and players gain less in wages than clubs lose in pro ts.
The reduction in ef ciency caused by what is in effect a price ceiling at zero follows directly from the assumption of perfect competition and lack of externalities. 19 The increase in talent at mid-size clubs is not enough to compensate the decrease in talent at the big clubs, where talent is more productive. Player wages must go up because the price of known talent now accrues to the veterans (and is given by p[ijz 0 ]) instead of the clubs that initially hired them. As total surplus is lower and players gain, the clubs must be losing more than the players gain.
Proposition 4 Price of talent is increased for every level of talent, and expected pro ts are lower for all clubs.
The proof is in the Appendix. Intuitively, the price of talent is increased because the supply of known talent is decreased. This clearly makes big clubs worse off than under transfer fees. The smallest clubs are also worse off as they don't get any more transfer fee income. As for the middle clubs that switch from being novice-hiring clubs to hiring mediocre veterans, even though they are now matching with better players then before, they too must be worse off because before they would have been able to hire someone better than their current match-a threshold talent a (z )-at zero fee.
It is also worth noting that the end of long-term contracts means longer careers on average. As the required level of talent that players have to show to stay in the industry goes down, it becomes easier for those players who get their initial chance to enter the industry to stay in. Naturally, the amount of turnover in and out of the industry is increasing in the rehiring threshold. 19 The equilibrium condition (13) is also the rst-order condition for maximizing total surplus
To sum up, the elimination of transfer fees would result in fewer highly talented players and more mediocre players in professional leagues. Due to the complementarity in production, the best players still move up and play in the biggest clubs, but now the clubs that "discovered" them will get no compensation. As before, players that turn out to be below average will not be rehired because novices are abundant and more talented by expectation.
The problem is that now all players that turn out to be better than novices in expectation, no matter by how little, will be hired by some club. All clubs are worse off as a result, while salaries of players (other than novices) increase by more than the corresponding transfer fee cost of similar talents before. However, in total, players gain less than the clubs lose.
Early Termination Penalties
Early termination penalty is a payment that clubs can demand from players, or in effect from their new clubs, if they leave for another club while the contract is still in effect. The maximum allowable penalty is determined by the regulator (or courts). If the market price of a player turns out to be lower than the penalty, then the owner of the contract can accept to release the player at a discount. The difference between termination penalties and a transfer fee cap is that clubs are not able to retain players for whom someone is willing to pay the maximum penalty. Ef cient matching is not disturbed as buyers will compete for the talents with full penalty cost by wage offers, but the incentives to hire novices are of course diminished by any cap that is sometimes binding. Now let's solve for the market equilibrium when the maximum penalty set by the regulator isp. The equilibrium is again de ned by a fraction of novice-hiring clubs z and a corresponding rehiring threshold level of talent a . The price of talent is still determined on a matching market where competing clubs can make offers, however now if the price exceedsp then the excess will go to the player (who in the end decides which club's offer to accept). Players who are good enough to be transferred but whose market price is less thanp get a discount from the full penalty but no rents for themselves.
Recall from talent rent equation (9) that the market price for talent depends on the supply of known talent z. The only difference to the equilibrium condition (13) is that total transfer payments are now onlyP (zjp) R 1 z minfp[ijz];pgdi; which is clearly continuously increasing inp. The equilibrium condition becomes
At one extreme case ofp = 0 this is the same as equilibrium without transfer fees, and we get a = . At the other extreme, if the maximum penalty is higher than the highest transfer fee without restrictions then the penalty has no effect, becauseP (z jp) = P (z )
Proposition 5 The proportion of novices, the hiring threshold, and total surplus are increasing in the maximum penalty.
The proof is in the Appendix. Intuitively, as a binding cap is relaxed, hiring novices becomes more attractive and some clubs switch into novice-hiring. As a direct consequence of more novices being hired, the talent levels at veteran-hiring clubs increase, at the cost of lower talent at formerly poaching clubs. This trade-off is illustrated in Figure 1 as the middle case. By varying the level of the maximum penalty, the market outcome-fraction of novices, total surplus, pro ts, wages, and prices of each level of talent-varies continuously between the extreme cases of complete abolition of transfer fees and unrestricted transfer fees.
The Bosman Ruling
Jean-Marc Bosman was a Belgian 2nd division player, whose club had prevented him from moving to a French club at the end of his contract as the two clubs could not agree on a transfer fee. The ensuing case in the European Court of Justice ended with a ruling in favor of Bosman in 1995 that had two effects: rst, clubs were prevented from collecting a transfer fee at the end of the contract, and second, leagues were prevented from imposing quotas on foreign players from other countries within the European Economic Area.
Despite complaints by the industry at the time, there are good reasons to believe that the long-run effect of free transfers at the end of the contract should have been benign or insigni cant. Inasmuch as clubs may have been unable to commit to promises of letting their players go free at the end of the contract, the pre-Bosman system actually limited the set of available contracts. Such limitations on parties' ability to contract tend to reduce welfare, although caveats due to externalities or asymmetric information apply in some settings. 20 The crucial feature of the Bosman ruling was that it left the parties with the ability to agree on the length of the contract, during which the current club is able to demand a transfer fee. If it were inef cient, other things equal, to let players go free at the end of a contract of given length, then it would be in the parties' interest to sign longer contracts to begin with-and there is indeed evidence that contracts became longer post-Bosman.
We believe that the economic factors behind the determination of contract lengths are quite 20 See, e.g., Aghion and Bolton (1987) and Aghion and Hermalin (1990 As with any removal of trade barriers, an increase in ef ciency is an immediate consequence. Also, it is quite obvious that the integration of labor markets will lead to movements of high-quality players from smaller footballing nations to the bigger leagues. What is less clear is how trade will affect the aggregate level of experimentation, and who are the resulting winners and (possible) losers.
To study the effects of labor market integration under a system of unrestricted transfer fees we need to make some simplifying assumptions. 24 In particular, we assume that there are initially two completely isolated markets, "small" and "large," with the same population distribution of talent. The smallest clubs in both markets are of the same size, but the biggest clubs are bigger in the large market. This stylized description of market size seems reasonable: the biggest clubs in small or mid-size markets like Finland or Norway would only pass as relatively small or mid-range clubs in a big market like England or Spain; yet even the largest markets have a whole range of clubs down to the lower leagues. We also assume that there is a unit measure of clubs in both markets. This is not an essential assumption, but neither is it unreasonable, as the integration took place between a few big countries and many smaller countries.
21 See Feess and Muehlheusser (2003b) and Feess, Frick, and Muehlheusser (2004) , and also Antonioni and Cubbin (2000) . Proposition 6 In autarky, the large market has a higher fraction of novice players then the small market.
Proof. We need to prove that z L > z S . Recall the equilibrium condition (13) and use the formula for the average transfer fee in (11) to de ne the equilibrium z in the large market:
Now divide both sides by (z) ; so that the LHS is exactly the same as in the de nition of z S , but the integrand on the RHS, which is positive, is multiplied by (i) = (z), which is greater than one for all i 2 (z; 1]. Thus, evaluated at z S , the LHS is less than the RHS. The LHS is increasing in z; and the RHS decreasing, by the same arguments that showed the uniqueness of the equilibrium z in (13). Thus, for LHS to equal RHS, it must be the case
It is harder for players to make the grade in the larger market. The intuition is that the value of nding high talents is increasing in the size of the biggest clubs, while the opportunity cost of experimentation depends on the size of the marginal novice-hiring club.
Loosely, an increase in the ratio of the sizes of big clubs to small clubs will increase the economic value of nding high talents relative to the opportunity cost of experimentation at a given z; hence z must increase for equilibrium to hold. By contrast, a constant ratio, (i) , would just cancel out in (17).
Post-Integration After integration, there will be a common distribution of club size, and the distribution of player talent is determined by the fraction of novices in the integrated market. To keep the proofs of our last two propositions manageable, we now make a further distributional assumption.
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Assumption. All distributions are uniform. The minimum club size is unity in both markets, but the maximum club size is larger in the large market.
25 Unfortunately we don't have a proof for general distributions. We believe that power law distributions would be the most realistic here, and indeed the same results hold there but with much messier calculations (they are available upon request).
Proposition 7
The integrated market has a higher fraction of novice players than the small market. It has a higher (lower) fraction of novice players than the large market if the biggest clubs in the large market are (in)suf ciently large compared to the biggest clubs in the small market.
The proof is in the Appendix. The comparison between the integrated market and the small market is qualitatively the same as the comparison of the large and small market in Proposition 6. However, the comparison between the large and the integrated market is fundamentally different. Both the minimum and maximum club size are the same in both markets, but in between the size pro le of the integrated market must be below that of the large market. (The pro les are illustrated in Figure 2 .) The idea of the proof is to construct a ratio of integrated-to-large clubs sizes, (i); this is decreasing at the lower quantiles and increasing at the upper quantiles. If the increasing part of (i) begins early enough then the argument in the proof of Proposition 6 works, as the weighting (i)= (z) is above one for all i > z. If (i) begins its ascent suf ciently late-which happens if the biggest clubs in the two markets are not very different by size-than the weights will be mostly below one and the opposite is true.
Again, what matters is the size of the marginal seller (novice-hiring) club relative to the buyer clubs. The optimal level of experimentation in any market is, very roughly, increasing in the relative heterogeneity of clubs by size. Unless the club size distributions in the two markets are very similar, then the clubs in the integrated market are more heterogeneous in this sense than those in the large market, resulting in a higher optimal level of experimentation.
Proposition 8 Integration bene ts the smallest clubs in the small market and the biggest clubs in the large market, and hurts the smallest clubs in the large market.
The proof is in the Appendix. The smallest clubs in both the small and large market hire novices both before and after integration. The revenue they generate from output is unchanged but the expected transfer fee is increasing in the size of veteran-hiring clubs.
Loosely speaking, there is a higher fraction of big clubs in the large market than in the integrated market, so the expected transfer fee is higher in the autarkic large market than in the integrated market, where in turn it is higher than in the autarkic small market. Therefore integration is good news for novice-hiring clubs in the small market, but bad news for those in the large market. The biggest clubs in the large market are sure to bene t, because they face relatively fewer close competitors in the integrated market.
The intuition about winners and losers is in the spirit of trade theory a la HecksherOhlin-Samuelson: opening up trade causes the income to a country's relatively abundant factor to increase. To be sure, the setup here is quite different: production takes place in a matching setup and there is only one nal good, which is jointly produced with its own intermediate good (information about talent). But the point is that the small market is more abundant in small clubs, for whom integration results in an increase in demand for the talent they discover; similarly, the big clubs in the large market will face a relatively more abundant supply of high talent. For small clubs in the large market, integration brings more in way of competition in the seller side of the transfer market than in terms of demand.
The biggest clubs in the small market may be better or worse off than before integration, depending on how large the gains from trade are.
The above exercise is related to two trade theory papers. In Grossman and Maggi (2000) , two tradable goods are produced with different matching technologies, but the factors cannot migrate across borders. They show how differences between countries in the levels of dispersion of ability give rise to gains from trade. In Antràs, Garicano and Rossi-
Hansberg (2005), one good is produced by matching managers with workers, one country ("North") has a better distribution of ability, and the decision of becoming a manager or a workers is endogenous. They nd that after it becomes possible for managers to match with foreign workers, the best workers in North become managers, and the worst managers in South become workers. As a result, the lowest ability workers in one country must lose out from trade, but in which country depends on a parameter of the production function ("communication costs").
Discussion
We have analyzed the effects of transfer fee regulations with a model that emphasizes the role of on-the-job learning and the complementarity of club size with ex-ante unknown player ability. In the model, individual clubs face a decision of whether to hire novices or experienced players. The industry as a whole faces the decision of how much to use scarce playing time in developing new talent, and how to allocate players of different levels of talent and experience between the clubs. In this setup the market price of talent, as expressed in transfer fees, conveys crucial information about the marginal opportunity costs of experimentation and the marginal value for discovering more talent.
We found that the ending of long-term wage contracts-which amounts to an outright abolition of transfer fees-causes an across-the-board increase in the price of talent, i.e., the wages of all player types increase by more than what had been the corresponding transfer fee cost. Therefore not just the clubs previously selling talent, but also the net buyers would be worse off as a result. Scarce playing time is reallocated towards reduced experimenta-tion: some positions that should be used to try out new players with upside potential will instead be given to older players with better expected performance, eventually reducing the amount of high talent available and increasing the average career length of players.
We also argued that penalties for early contract termination would result in the same allocation as unrestricted transfer fees if the penalties could be enforced regardless of their level. By varying the level of the maximum enforceable penalty, it is possible to achieve the whole range of outcomes (total surplus, wage and pro t levels) between the levels achieved with unrestricted fees and without long-term contracts. Since the highest levels of transfer fees have tended to cause uproar, the level of enforceable penalties is in danger of becoming relatively low. The distribution of transfer fees has been right-skewed, so, for example, a penalty cap close to the average (unrestricted) fee would wipe out most of the fee income and might not be signi cantly better for ef ciency than a complete abolition.
Some might argue that caps on penalties or transfer fees won't affect small clubs on the grounds that the highest fees are almost always paid between big clubs, for players that have already been transferred before. However, any restrictions on fees would most likely trickle down to the small clubs, as the price that a seller can get depends on the buyer's expected transfer fee revenue from selling the same player in the future.
To facilitate analysis at the level of an industry (as opposed to a worker-rm pair) we assumed away many features that we don't believe are quite as crucial for understanding the effects of transfer market regulations. There was no asymmetric information or effort cost and thus no moral hazard, adverse selection or other incentive problems in our model.
Neither were there any kinds of frictions or rm-speci c learning. Assuming one player per club left out complicated real-world complementarities and substitutabilities between different types of players and positions within a club.
Most signi cantly, with the assumption of one-shot learning and two-period careers, our model did not give rise to realistic career dynamics. Long-term commitment meant locking into a single wage for the whole career. In reality, player careers consist of series of overlapping contracts: players are typically rst traded while still on their initial contract, at which point the new contract is extended beyond the duration of the original. If the player is moving up, then the wage is typically revised upwards immediately, while decaying or disappointing players may move down on free transfers. 26 A more sophisticated learning process would be needed for any empirical study of these dynamics. Such a model should include gradual learning (e.g., as in Jovanovic 1979), a trend to life-time ability (an initially increasing and eventually decreasing " tness"), and perhaps also signals about ability that are more precise when generated in leagues with more able opponents and co-players.
Despite discussing ef ciency we did not explicitly model consumer surplus. We nd it plausible that a decrease in surplus in our model corresponds to a decrease in welfare, because the driving factors behind the changes in surplus are changes in the quality of players and in their matching with clubs, and these do not affect the social costs of production. We have also bypassed a recurring theme of the public debate on the player market, namely its impact on competitive balance. The simple reason is that any regime considered will result in the players moving to wherever they have the highest marginal product. This idea goes back to Rottenberg (1956) , who noted, in the spirit of Coase, that the equilibrium allocation of talent between clubs is independent of who owns the contractual rights. 27 Furthermore, the institutional setup in football-country-level league hierarchies with meritbased promotion/relegation-guarantees a dynamic sorting of clubs into various leagues, by which the clubs that meet in sporting competitions are much more equal than they are in the industry and in the labor market as a whole.
The last 15 years have been a time of tremendous growth for the football industry.
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The driving forces have been the technological progress in the distribution of football matches, the changes in the structure of the sporting competition, and the integration of the labor markets. The proliferation of satellite television, pay-per-view, and cable channels, have increased the role of non-local revenue and resulted in stronger "superstar economics" (Rosen 1981 )-where both top players and top clubs are the stars. 29 The introduction and increasing preeminence of the UEFA Champions League has further enhanced the revenue potential of talent at the biggest clubs. These developments are shifting some of small market consumers' attention into foreign clubs, where they can now also follow the performance of their most talented compatriots. The structure of demand itself may be changing in favor of the biggest clubs. In terms of our model, the relative size of the biggest clubs is increasing. We believe that the gains from trade between different leagues are increasing, at the same time when increasing regulatory pressure is restricting the level of compensation for this trade. The net effect of these two changes on the industry remains to be seen. 27 For a survey of competitive balance and related issues in the economics of sports, see Fort and Quirk (1995) . 28 The combined revenue of the "Big Five" European leagues almost tripled (to 5.6 billion Euros) in the 7 years since 1995. 29 Of EPL revenue in 2002/03, 44% came from broadcasting, 29% from matchday income, and 27% from commercial income. Only ten years earlier, most revenue was still earned at the gate.
Conclusion
Like other economists who have discussed the system, we found that transfer fees serve an important allocational purpose. However, we argued that the standard defense that transfer fees provide compensation for the cost of training is insuf cient. Far from being just rents to talent or compensation for training, transfer fees are needed to ef ciently allocate scarce competitive playing time among players of various levels of actual and potential ability, and to allocate the players between clubs with various opportunity costs of experimenting with new talent.
The football industry is currently in a situation where the regulators are seriously hampering the functioning of the transfer fee system (since Monti 2003, not since Bosman 1995), an institution that solves an externality problem in a decentralized manner. We believe that it would be impossible to approximate the ef ciency bene ts of the transfer fee system even with the most intricate training cost formula, or any other training-related regulations. Our modest proposal for deterring future regulatory moves by the EU is an immediate self-imposed ban on the term "transfer fee" in the industry. Friends of the sport should argue for the right of clubs and players, on mutual consent, to agree on contracts with "early termination penalties" with as much freedom as possible to deviate from the EU-approved default parameters. This rhetorical reform, by which players would no longer be "bought and sold" but merely ned on broken promises, would be a tting response to the arguments laid out against the transfer system.
Appendix
Proof that the equilibrium de ned by condition (13) is unique. We need to show that @ @z P (z) z < 0. This proof will be easier by using talent rather than the quantile i as the variable of integration in (6). 30 Using F ( ) to denote the distribution function, and inverting equation (7), we get the relation z(a ) =
: The price of talent can then be written as
Note that the expected transfer revenue to sellers is the expected value
; where p(aja ) is the price of talent a when there are z(a ) sellers. Since a is increasing in z, it suf ces to show that P E (a ) is decreasing in a . Denote the support of 30 For change of variable, apply F ( ) to both sides of a = [1 (1 i)=z]; and solve for i = 1 (1 F (a))z.
by [a min ; a max ]. The expected transfer fee is
where f is the density function of . We need to show that this is decreasing in z. Applying Leibniz's rule yields
All terms behind the minus signs are positive.
Proof of Proposition 4. Denote the relation of talent level and talent price by p( jz 0 ) and p( jz ) before and after the abolition. First, for 2 ( ; a (z )] we see that p( jz 0 ) > 0 and p( jz ) = 0. Next, use b(ajz) to denote the club size b to be matched with talent a a (z);
conditional on z, and change the variable of integration from j to a in (6). This yields
to hold at all > a (z); it is suf cient to show that
. This is equivalent to b(ajz 0 ) > b(ajz ), which follows from Proposition 1. The decrease in pro ts is obvious for clubs in [0; z 0 ]; i.e. clubs that hire novices before and after, because the only change is the loss of transfer fees. For clubs in (z 1 ; 1], i.e. clubs that hire veterans before and after, pro ts are reduced because each of them (except i = 1) now has to match with a lower talent than before and because the price of every level of talent is higher than before, as shown above. Finally, consider the clubs in (z 0 ; z 1 ] that switched from hiring novices to hiring mediocre veterans. They get more revenue from output than before, because they hire better talents then before (in expectation), but they also lose the transfer fee income. The loss must be larger than the gain, because the types that they hire now are below a[z jz 0 ] < a (z ) ; and the type a (z ) would have been available at zero fee before.
Proof of Proposition 5 in Section 4. I.e., thatẑ; a and Y increase inp forp 2 (0; p[1jz ]): First note that the left hand side of (16) is increasing in z; while the right hand side is increasing inp: Thus for the total differential dz dp to be positive it is suf cient that the right hand side be decreasing in z. Since z(a ) is increasing in a ; this is equivalent to showing that the right hand side is decreasing in a . To show this we will again use as the variable of integration, so total talent rents are then again given by (19). However, a cap on paymentsp will be binding above some talent levelâ; at which
This de nes a functionâ(a jp): The expected compensation of novice-hiring clubs, i.e. the right hand side of (16), is then
Taking the derivative yields
The rst two lines are clearly negative. The integral inside the brackets in the third line is p(â(a jp)ja ); which is equal top by de nition (21), so the whole line cancels out to zero. Hence @ @a P E (a jp) < 0 and dz dp > 0: The rehiring threshold is increasing inp because a (z) is an increasing function, and total surplus is increasing inp because it moves z closer to the unrestricted equilibrium value at which total surplus is maximized.
Proof of Proposition 7. Holding the maximum size in the small market xed at > 1, 
Here{ ( ) G I ( j ) = (2 ( 1) + ) = (2 ( + 1)) is the fraction of rms in the overlapping part of the supports and ( ) = (2 ( 1) ( + 1)) = (2 ( 1) + ) denotes the slope in that part.
Use z L ( ) and z I ( ) to denote the implicit functions de ned by the equilibrium condition (13) for size pro les b[ij ] and B[ij ] respectively. They are by de nition equal at = 0, and by Proposition 6, increasing functions, because the slopes of both proles are everywhere increasing in . We also know that 1 > z = 1= (2 F (a )) 1= 2 F > 1=2, because at least some veterans are hired, and below-mean talents are always discarded. The inequality z L ( ) >{ ( ) holds for suf ciently large , because lim !1{ ( ) = 1=2. 
Using (11), the RHS of (13) 
Applying the implicit function theorem to (26) = (27), we get (after some simpli cations) 
Similarly, consider the integrated market. Since{ (0) = 1 > z, we have B[zj ] = 1+ ( ) z for near zero, and the LHS of (13) is
The RHS is
The implicit function theorem applied to (29) = (30) yields the slope Evaluating the slopes at = 0; we nd (after considerable simpli cations) that
Thus, for suf ciently small , z L ( ) > z I ( ).
Proof of Proposition 8. First the case when z I > z L (large ), which implies a I > a L .
Changing the variable of integration from i to as in (18), and denoting j( ja ) = 1 (1 F ( )) = (2 F (a )), the prices of retained talent of level a in the large and integrated 
To show that P E L ( ) > P E I ( ) it is suf cient to show that b[z L ( )j ] > B[z I ( )j ]. As these are equal at = 0, all that remains to show is that, starting from = 0, the former increases faster in . So we need to compare
We know that @z L =@ > @z I =@ for small (but nonzero) , and b 0 [zj ] = ( + ) and 
hold for all > 1, > 0. Since talent below the rehiring threshold has zero price, the talents between the two rehiring thresholds are more expensive in the integrated market:
Because the expected price of talent has decreased, while the price of the lowest talent has increased, the price of some of the higher talents must have decreased. In fact, it is straightforward to show (we omit the proof) that the difference p L (a) p I (a) is convex in (a L ; ) and maximized at a = . Therefore a segment of the very highest talents are cheaper in the integrated market. Finally, consider the biggest club: it must certainly be better off after integration, because it is matching with the same type ( = ) before and after, but is paying a lower transfer fee after the integration. 
